A recombinant sickle hemoglobin triple mutant with independent inhibitory effects on polymerization.
As part of a comprehensive effort to map the most important regions of sickle hemoglobin that are involved in polymerization, we have determined whether two sites previously shown to be involved, Leu-88(beta) and Lys-95(beta), had additive effects when substituted. The former site is part of the hydrophobic pocket that binds Val-6(beta), the natural mutation of HbS, and the latter site is a prominent part of the hemoglobin exterior. A sickle hemoglobin triple mutant with three amino acid substitutions on the beta-chain, E6V/L88A/K95I, has been expressed in yeast and characterized extensively. Its oxygen binding curve, cooperativity, response to allosteric effectors, and the alkaline Bohr effect showed that it was completely functional. The polymer solubility of the deoxy triple mutant, measured by a new micromethod requiring reduced amounts of hemoglobin, was identical to that of the E6V(beta)/K95I(beta) mutant, i.e. when the K95I(beta) substitution was present on the same tetramer together with the naturally occurring E6V(beta) substitution, the L88A(beta) replacement had no additive effect on polymer inhibition. The results suggest that Lys-95(beta) on the surface of the tetramer and its complementary binding region on the adjoining tetramer are potential targets for the design of an effective antisickling agent.